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STRONG CONVERGENCE OF FUNCTIONS
ON KÖTHE SPACES

BY

GERALD SILVERMAN

Abstract. Let A be a rearrangement invariant Köthe space over a nondiscrete

group G with Haar measure ¡i. For a function/e A and relatively compact 0-neighbor-

hood U in G the function

is continuous and also belongs to A. The convergence Tvf->f (as (7->0) for the

strong Köthe topology on A is involved in establishing compactness criteria for

subsets of a Köthe space. The main result of this paper is a necessary and sufficient

condition for convergence 7V/-s-/in the strong topology on A.

1. In [3], [4] and [5] Köthe studied pairs of subspaces of real sequences that

were in weak duality. Dieudonné later generalized the theory to subspaces of

locally integrable functions over a locally compact measure space E with Radon

measure p. If E is a cr-compact, locally compact Hausdorff space with regular

Radon measure p, we let Ü be the space of all functions which are integrable on

each compact set in E. For a subset T of £i, the Köthe space associated with T is

A = A(F)={fe Ù : (E \fg\ dp.«x> for all ge T} and the Köthe dual is A* = A*(r)

= A(A(r)). The pair (A, A*) is in weak duality; an example of such a pair is

(Lp, L"). The set A can be made into a complete locally convex topological vector

space under the strong topology S(A, A*) = S defined by the seminorms

SH(f) = sup f \fg\ dp
gsH J

as H runs through the weakly bounded subsets of the Köthe dual A*.

For E=G an additive topological group, feü, and U a relatively compact

O-neighborhood in G, we define the continuous function

In [2] these functions were used in giving compactness criteria for subsets of Köthe

spaces over G. The importance of the convergence of Tvf to / (for the strong
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topology) as [/runs through the relatively compact neighborhoods of 0 in G for each

function/in a Köthe space will appear in papers by Weiland and Goes which are as

yet unpublished. In this paper a necessary and sufficient condition is established

for the convergence of Tvf to / for the strong topology on a rearrangement in-

variant Köthe space.

2. Two functions / and g are said to be equimeasurable or rearrangement

invariant if

p({x : \f(x)\ > r}) = p({x : \g(x)\ > r})

for all nonnegative r. A Köthe space A is rearrangement invariant iff e A when-

ever/' is equimeasurable with some/e A. It is known that such a A is contained

in the direct sum of L}(E, p) and LX(E, p), and that the Köthe dual A* is also

rearrangement invariant (proved in [7]).

A set of functions H is normal if g e H and \h\ S \g\ implies he H.ln [6] it was

proven that if E has no atoms (i.e. a set See of positive measure such that 5^5

implies p(Sx) = 0 or p(Sx)=p(S)) there is a fundamental system of normal, re-

arrangement invariant, weakly bounded subsets {//} of A* for which the semi-

norms SH, which generate the strong topology of A, have the property that SH(f)

= SH(f) for/equimeasurable with/'.

In this paper G will be a a-compact, locally compact, Hausdorff, nondiscrete

topological group; p will denote invariant Haar measure on G. The family of

relatively compact neighborhoods of 0 in G will be denoted by °U. In addition, we

will often write \Gf(x) dx to mean \Gfdp, and/, to be the function fy(x)=f(y+x)

for/e Q. and ye G.

3. The following lemma will enable us to use the information we know about

rearrangement invariant Köthe spaces over a nonatomic space G.

Lemma I. If G does not have the discrete topology, then Haar measure p is non-

atomic; that is G has no atoms.

Proof. We first show that if G contains an atom S, then p(S) must be finite.

If not, and {Kn}n= x is the increasing sequence of compact sets whose union is G,

then p(Kn n S) is finite (n = l, 2,...) and strictly less than p(S) = ao. It follows

that p(Kn n S) = 0 for each n, and p(S) = 0; this is a contradiction. Therefore we

must assume that p(S) <oo. Now since p(S) = sup {p(K) : K^S, K is compact}

and S is an atom, there is a compact set K which is an atom satisfying p(K) = p(S).

By the nondiscreteness of G, there is a nonempty open set U containing 0 such that

p(U)<p(K). Since {U+x : x e K} is an open cover of the compact K, there must

be a finite number of elements {xlt x2,..., xn} in K such that {Jf=x U+x^K.
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But p(U+xt n K)^p(U)<p(K) 0'=1, 2, ...,ri) implies ¡i(U+x, n A0=0. It then

follows that p.(S)=p.(K) = 0.

Lemma 2. If A is a rearrangement invariant Köthe space over G, U is a compact

neighborhood ofO in G and fis a function in A, then

0) TvfeA;
(ii) Tuf is a uniformly continuous function on G;

(iii) p(Tvf)^p(f) as p runs through a certain family of seminorms that generate

the strong topology of A.

Proof. If fe A and U is compact in G, we show that Tuf g is integrable for

every g e A* ; that is, Tafe A. As A* is rearrangement invariant, there is a normal,

rearrangement invariant, weakly bounded subset H of A* which g belongs to,

and satisfying SH(f) = SH(f) whenever /' is equimeasurable with /. Since fy is

equimeasurable with/for each y e G, we have

£ \Tuf(x)-g(x)\ dx = £ j^L. ^vf(x+y)-g(x)-dy\-dx

= m-íbñx+yys{x)Vdx-dy

*imL^¡lñx+yymdxdy

= W)íSMdy

-ml8™*-™ <   00.

Thus Tufe A. Furthermore, it is clear that J"G Tufg-dp^SH(f) for all functions

g e H. Taking the supremum on all g e H, we obtain SH(Tuf) ^ S„(f). Since the

seminorms SH generate the strong topology of A, (iii) is proved. In addition, this

also shows that Tu'. A -> A is a strongly continuous linear function.

In order to show that Tuf is uniformly continuous for U compact and fe A,

we observe first that f=h+g where heL1(G,p) and geL°°(G,p) (since A is

rearrangement invariant); we then have Tvf=Tuh + Tug. We must show that for

any  £>0  there  is  a  O-neighborhood   V in  G  such  that  x—yeV implies

¡W-W(j)|<£.
Let £>0 be given. Since h is integrable, there is a 8>0 such that A measurable

and p(A) < 8 implies J^ \h\ dp < e/4. By the compactness of Uin G and the regularity

of  p.,   there   is   a   symmetrical   O-neighborhood   V  such   that   p(V+U\U)
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<min {i-e/||if||«>; 8). Then for x-y e V, we will have

KV)'\Tum-TM\
= p(U)-\Tüh(x)-Tüh(y) + Tug(x)-Tüg(y)\

[March

f        hit) dt-\       hit)-dt   +    Í        g(t)dt-\       git)dt
JU+x Ju + y Ju + x Jü+y

= f \Kt)\dt+\ \Kt)\dt+\ \git)\dt+\ \git)\dt
Jx+U\y + U Jy + U\x + U Jx+U\y + U Jy + U\x + U

= f \hit+y)\.dt+( \h(t+x)\dt+\ \g(t+y)\-dt
Jx-y + U\U Jy-x+U\U Jx-y+V\V

+ | \g(t+x)\dt
Jy-x+v\u

g f \h(t+y)\ dt+ f |A(/+jc)| dt+ f \g(t+y)\ dt
Jv+v\v Jv+u\u Jv+u\u

+ f      ls('+*)l*
Jv + t/W

e    e    ~   n    i

- 7 + 7 + 2-kl4 '4 I«
f_ I'4

Thus 7VZis uniformly continuous.

Remark. On the real line such functions Tufare of the form

1   pc + h/2

Thf(x) = j- fi(t) dt   for h > 0.
« Jx-h/2

The 7,h operation takes a function / and smoothes it out to a function that

approximates the original function; in fact, limÄ_„o Thf(x)=f(x) a.e. whenever/

is locally integrable. As an example let us consider/=X[a,M where a and b are real

numbers with a < b. Then

Thf(x) = (x-(a-h/2))/h   for a-h/2 ^ x ^ a+h/2;

= 1 fora+h/2 è x è b-h/2;

= (b + h/2-x)/h     for b-h/2 g x ^ ô+A/2.

Obviously, limh_o Thf(x) = 1 for jc £ (a, Z>).

We now give an example of two locally integrable functions/and g on R1 such

that jBif(t)-g(t)=0, but ¡Bi Thf(t)-g(t) dt = co for all h>0. This example will show

that there is a Köthe space over R1, A=L\={fe £2 : JBi \fg\ dp<oo}, such that

fie A, but Thf$ A for any h.

For each integer w = 5 we choose numbers an, bn, cn and dn such that n<an<bn

<cn<dn, bn-an = cn-bn = dn-cn=l/n,andn+l-dn = an-n<i. Set An = (an, bn)

u(cn,<4),   -B„=(À„cn)   (« = 5),  /=2»-6«-X^   and   g=2"=5 n-xB„.   Clearly,
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$Bif(t)-g(t) dt=0. However, choosing Ag|, we obtain

• co      J     /-ft/2

-hl2

dt

¡•oo i«    I    i-n/2

T*f(x)-g(x)dx=\      -\       f(x + t)-g(x)dtdx
J-co J-ao   n  J_h/2

= z\ f(x+t)-g(x)dxi
n  J -It/2 J-oo

1    /-Ä/2      «     />n + l

= J,• 2 "2 • **.(*+ 0• Xb„W ¿* dt
» J-h/2  n = 5Jn

co    1     í-íl/2

= 2 I- n2-p(An-tnBn)dt
n = 5 " J-Ä/2

= z 2 "2-      ^„+in5n)A
» ng2/h        Jo

1   v    2 f1/n,   ,     1    v    2  1   1
= i 2 « •    tdt = h 2 » -^-2= co-

" T122/Í1 JO "   nä2/ft "      z

In the following theorem C0 = C0(G) will denote the continuous functions of

compact support on G and S(A, A*) = S will denote the strong Köthe topology

on A generated by the rearrangement invariant seminorms

SB(f) = sup ¡ fg dp   (for/eA)
»<=B JG

where 5 runs through the normal, rearrangement invariant, weakly bounded

subsets of A*. Recall that lim^^ Tvf=f for the topology S means that for each

weakly bounded B<^ A* there is a relatively compact O-neighborhood U0 in G such

that SB(Tuf-f) á 1 for all O-neighborhoods f/c U0.

Theorem. If A is a rearrangement invariant Köthe space over G with the strong

topology S, then the following are equivalent:

(1) C0 is dense in A;

(2) limUs# Tvf=ffor each fe A ; limn_ „ <p • xk„ = <pfor eacn nonnegative uniformly

continuous <p in A.

Proof. The implication (1) implies (2) will be proven first. We begin by showing

that lim[7e«' Tu<p=q> for each ç> e C0. Let <p e C0 have its support on A'compact, and

let B he a normal, weakly bounded subset of A*. If U is a compact and symmetric

O-neighborhood in G, then U+K={u+k : u e U, k e K} is compact, d=SB(xu+ic)

is a finite number, and the support of Tv<p is contained in U+K. In order to see this

last statement we observe that for x e E\U+K we will have U+x n K=0 ; for

if there was awe U and k e A satisfying u + x = k, we would have x=k-ue K+U

(as U is symmetrical), a contradiction. Thus for x e E\U+K, we obtain

*#> - mLvW* - mlM M* - °-
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If í/=0 the above argument shows that SB(Tvip-^) = 0 for all O-neighborhoods

V<= U. We can then assume that d> 0. Now since <p is uniformly continuous, there

is a symmetric O-neighborhood V with V+V<^U such that x—yeV implies

\tp(x)-tp(y)\<l/d. The O-neighborhood V is relatively compact, and for any

O-neighborhood K'c V we have

SB(Tv.ip-tp) = Sb(xk+u-(Tv<p-<p))

= sup      \xK+u(x)-(Tv.ip(x)-ip(x))-g(x)\ dx
geB Ja

- s"?JG XK+u^{p(y7)'L Mx)-<p(x+y)\ dy\-g(x)dx

< sup     XK+v-i-g-dp- = -i-SBixK+u) = 1.
geB Ja a a

Thus limV£qt Tvtp—ip for each tp e C0. Fix fie A. We now show Tvf-+fin A. Let

B be a normal, rearrangement invariant, weakly bounded subset of A* whose

associated seminorm SB is rearrangement invariant. Since C0 is strongly dense in

A, there is a tp e C0 such that SB(ip—/)<■}.

The convergence of T^ to 95 implies there is a relatively compact O-neighborhood

i/0 such that SB(Tv(p — 9>)<y for all O-neighborhoods í/<= i/0. By Lemma 2 we have

SBiTvf-f) Ú SsiTuf- Tv<p) + SBiTvip -9) + SBi<p -f) g 2 • SB(/- 9) + Sfl(7> - <p) < 1
for i/c £/0. Thus lim^* Tvf=f for eachfe A.

For the second part of (1) implies (2) we suppose that i/> e A is a nonnegative

and uniformly continuous function. If /?cA* is weakly bounded and normal,

there is a function tpeC0 such that Sb(i/j—95) < 1. Suppose the support of 99 is

contained in Km for some integer m. Ifn^mwe have

0= \<p(x)-XKn->l>(x)\ ^ |ç>(x)-vKx)|   for any x e Ä„;

|<K*)-»i.-lK*)l = I0WI = \m-<p(x)\    for xeE\Kn.

Therefore, for n^m we have

SB(4>-XKn->l>) = SB(</>-<p) < I,
which was to be shown.

In order to prove (2) implies (1) we must first prove that if B is a normal, re-

arrangement invariant, weakly bounded subset of A* whose associated seminorm

SB is rearrangement invariant, and e > 0 is arbitrary, then there is a 8 > 0 (dependent

upon e) such that SB(x,i) < « for any measurable set A satisfying p(A) < 8. Since G

is nondiscrete, there is a compact set K with nonempty interior A'0 for which the

boundary of K, dK= K | K°, contains a point x0 with the property that every open

set about x0 has a nonempty intersection with the open sets K° and E\K. Since we

have assumed lim^^ Tvxk=Xk for the strong topology of A, there is a compact,

symmetric O-neighborhood U0 in G such that SB(TuxK-XK)<eß for any 0-

neighborhood {/<= U0. Now we show that there is a O-neighborhood F0C U0 such
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that Ty0xK(x) > \ for all x in some nonempty open set contained in E\K. As U0+xQ

is an open neighborhood of x0 meeting K° in a nonempty open set and p is a regular

measure, there is a symmetric O-neighborhood U'<=U0 such that 0<p(U')

<p(U0 + x0 n A). The O-neighborhood V0 = (U'+x0 n E\K)u (U0 + x0 n K)-x0

=>(U'+x0nE\K) u(U'+xQnK)-x0=U' is contained in U0.

Since p(U'+x0 n E\K)^p(U'+x0)=p(U')<p(U0+x0 n A), we have

TVoXk(x0) = -Tj7-, • X¡tdp.=
p(V0 + x0nK)

KVq + x0)

=_p.(V0+x0nK)_

p(U'+x0 n E\K)+p(U0 + x0 n A)

= _p.(U0+x0r\K)_

p(U'+x0 n E\K)+p(U0+x0 n A)

_/j(t/o + ^o^ K)_ _ 1

> p(U0+x0 n K)+p(U0+x0 n A)     2

The fact that 7V0xK is continuous and TVoxk(x0)>:2 implies that there is an open

set V(x0) about x0 such that TVoxK(x)>i for all xe V(x0). By the choice of x0,

V= V(x0) n E\K is a nonempty open set contained in E\K for which xe V implies

TVoXk(x)>t;. It follows that \■ xväTVoxk• Xe\k- Since ^^oi for any measurable

set .4 c K we have

= Sb(xe\k-(TVoxk-Xk)) â Sb(TVoxk-Xk) < £/2.

Set S=%p.(V) > 0, and let A be a measurable set with p(A) < 8. Since G has no atoms,

there is a measurable set A' contained in V satisfying p(A')=p(A). The equi-

measurability of xa- with xa implies

Sb(xa) = Sb(xa') è SB(xv) < e.

We now show that C0 is dense in A. Let/e A; we assume without loss of general-

ity that/^0. Given Äc A* normal, rearrangement invariant and weakly bounded,

there is a compact O-neighborhood U0 such that SB(TUaf-f)<\. The function

<p = TUof is nonnegative, uniformly continuous and contained in A. By the hy-

pothesis of (2), there is an integer n for which SB(<p-<pxKn)<i- Setting

d=supXçKn+1 <p(x), we can find a S>0 such that p(A)<8 implies SB(xA)<l/3d.

Let U be an open set such that A„c i/c Kn+1 and p,(U\Kn) < 8, and let g be a con-

tinuous Urysohn function with its support contained in U and having the properties

that g= 1 on Kn and g(x)^ 1 for all xeG. The function g-q>=4> is a continuous

function whose compact support is contained in U satisfying

SB(<p-XKn-'P) = SB((p-XKn-<p-g) = SB(<p-(g-Xicn)) = SB(<p-xu-(g-XKn))

= SB(g-<pxu\Kj = d-1 • SB(xu\Kn) < jj = 3-
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We finally have

Sb(J-'I') = SBif-<p) + SB(ip-ipxKn) + SB(tpxKn->l>) < L

Thus C0 is dense in A for the strong topology. The Theorem is proved.

Corollary. If A is a rearrangement invariant Köthe space over G which contains

all the constant functions, then Tuf^f(Ue 9¿) strongly for eachfe A if and only if

the uniformly continuous functions are strongly dense in A.

Proof. To show sufficiency we observe that SBixd)«x> for B<^A* weakly

bounded. From this we can show, as in the Theorem, that Tvtp -> <p for any uni-

formly continuous tp e A. We again use the denseness of the uniformly continuous

functions and the fact that SB(Tuf)^SB(f) for seminorms SB generating the

topology on A to show Tvf-+f(Ue W) strongly. The necessity part of the Corol-

lary is obvious since Tuf is uniformly continuous for U compact.

Remark. The LP spaces for 1 úp< +00 are spaces in which Tvf-^f(Ue^).

L™ is a space which does not have this property; the continuous functions are not

dense for the strong (norm) topology. We now give an example of a Köthe space

that is not rearrangement invariant, in which the continuous functions of compact

support are dense, and for which/e A implies Tvfie A, but Tvf does not converge

to/for the strong topology.

Let G = R1 and let p be Lebesgue measure on R1. Construct sequences of positive

numbers {an}"=i, {¿»„}™=i, and {cn}"=1 such that the following is true:

<in<bn<cn<an+1...;

cn — bn = bn — an=l/n2 for each n;

if An = (an,bn) and Bn = (bn,cn) (« = 1,2,...), then (J"=i K u U"-i Bn ¡s

contained in a compact interval.

Set/=2"=i n3li-XAn and g=J.n = i "3,4-Xs„- Both/and g are integrable, of com-

pact support, andfgsO. Thus/e L\ which is Köthe space in which the continuous

functions of compact support are dense, and in which Thf e L1g whenever/' e Lxg

(as L^g contains all the continuous functions). We show lim„_0 J"^ Thf(x)-g(x) dx

= 00. Choosing h sufficiently small, we will have

T*f(x)-g(x)dx=%\    l\       f(x+t)-g(x)dtdx
J - <xj n = lJBn « J-hl2

^ I i-f     Í   n3l2-XAn(x+t)dxdt
n = l « J-lt/2 JBn

^   I   if     r+tXAn-t(x)dxdt   (where«(A) = [V'(2//I)] + l)
nSn(M " J-h/2 Jbn

=    2   n3<2\\°     t-dt = \   2   „3/s^J^co    ash^O.
ngn(h) "J-KI2 ö nSn(li) lyJ "
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